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From the loading dock to the lumberyard, there’s 
a LiuGong forklift getting a job done. Companies 
across the globe depend on our products to keep 
their product moving. Here in North America, our 
lineup includes over 30 models of Class 1, 3, 4 and 5 
machines that offer unbeatable value, with many of 
the same features found in more expensive machines 
but at a price that helps make the most of your 
budget. And that helps your bottom line, even while 
you’re putting that next load high up on a shelf.

WAREHOUSE 
WORKHORSES
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LiuGong works with strong global partners 
to ensure our products are well-built and 
dependable. Manufacturers like Kubota 
(engines), ZF (transmissions), Kessler (drive 
axles) and Curtis (electronics) are recognized 
across the industry and ensure our trucks are 
built for the task and live up to your demands 
each and every day.

Another key feature in the value equation is 
peace of mind, and with our XtraCare warranty 
you can purchase with confidence. Every 
LiuGong truck is backed with a 3 year/6,000 
hour comprehensive warranty with the ability 
to extend that further to 5 year/10,000 hour. We 
keep a full supply of parts in stock and get them 
to you with same-day shipment capability.

GREAT PARTNERS AND A STRONG WARRANTY
IT’S HOW WE DELIVER REAL VALUE
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ELECTRIC SIT DOWN 
RIDER TRUCKS
3-wheel and 4-wheel sitdown electric riders get the job done in applications where a low carbon footprint is vital, 
like food storage, warehousing and big box settings. Electric trucks offer a lower cost of ownership, less scheduled 
maintenance and fewer moving parts in addition to zero emissions. Powered by fast-charging lithium ion batteries,  
our electrics offer load capacity, lift and lower speeds, and travel speed as well as IC trucks.1

CLASS

ELECTRIC SIT DOWN RIDER TRUCKS
Model Capacity Tires Wheels Drive/Hyd Controller Voltage

CLG2020A-SC 4,000 lb
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CLG2025A-SC 5,000 lb

CLG2025A-SC
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ELECTRIC PALLET  
JACKS & STACKERS
Large or medium sitdown riders aren’t always practical in a warehouse with narrow aisles. Our Class 3 lineup 
offers pallet jacks, walkies, walkie riders and M riders, typically used for storage trucks, cold storage, grocery 
stores and ideal for unloading deliveries and moving into a staging area. Supplement your existing forklift lineup 
to handle all your cross-dock applications with these environmentally friendly solutions that offer fewer moving 
parts for reduced maintenance.3

CLASS

CLG2020L-WA/N

CLG2015L

ELECTRIC PALLET JACKS & STACKERS
Model Capacity Battery Controller Voltage

CLG2015L
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20Ah Curtis 24 Volt

CLG2020L 4,400 lb 20Ah Curtis 48 Volt

CLG2016L-WA/N 3,500 lb 165Ah Zapi 24 Volt

CLG2020L-WA/N 4,500 lb 210Ah Zapi 24 Volt

CLG2025L-WA/N 5,500 lb 350Ah Zapi 24 Volt

CLG2027L-FL
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CLG2036L-FL 8,000 lb 350Ah Curtis 24 Volt

CLG2S010-WS2
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2,200 lb 85Ah Zapi 24 Volt

CLG2S012-WF3 2,500 lb 180Ah Zapi 24 Volt

CLG2S016-WF3 3,500 lb 270Ah Zapi 24 Volt

CLG2S016-WS2/WS3 3,500 lb 270Ah Zapi 24 Volt

CLG2S020-WF3/N 4,500 lb 350Ah Zapi 24 Volt

CLG2S020-WS2/WS3 4,400 lb 350Ah Zapi 24 Volt
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4
CLASS INTERNAL COMBUSTION 

ENGINE TRUCKS
LiuGong offers Class 4 internal combustion machines in the 4,000-5,000 lb range, with cushion tires for indoor or 
outdoor use. From the loading dock to the last pallet, these workhorses are efficient and nimble. With features like full-
suspension seats, horn on the handle, and swing-down LP tank brackets, which help operators of all sizes do a little 
less heavy lifting. And with 500-hour service intervals and easy access to service points you’ll experience reduced 
downtime with less scheduled maintenance.

CUSHION
TIRES

INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE 
TRUCKS // CUSHION TIRES
Model Capacity LPG

CLG2020G-C 4,000 lb
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CLG2025G-C

CLG2020G-C
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INTERNAL COMBUSTION 
ENGINE TRUCKS PNEUMATIC

TIRES
LiuGong offers more than a dozen Class 5 internal combustion (pneumatic) machines, ranging from 4,000-10,000 
lbs. Powered by either diesel or LP, they’re ideal for outdoor use in places like wide-aisle home improvement and 
gardens centers, lumber yards, foundries, steel mills and more. Hard environments, rough terrain and heavy loads 
don’t faze them, they’ll more than handle your most heavy duty challenges. Full suspension seats for rider comfort. 
500-hour service intervals and convenient access for easy maintenance.5

CLASS

INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE TRUCKS 
// PNEUMATIC TIRES
Model Capacity Diesel Engine LPG

CLG2020G-3
CLG2020H-3 4,000 lb
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CLG2025G-3
CLG2025H-3 5,000 lb

CLG2030G-3
CLG2030H-3 6,000 lb

CLG2035G-3
CLG2035H-3 7,000 lb

CLG2040H
CLG2040H/LPG 8,000 lb
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CLG2050H/L
CLG2050H/L LPG 10,000 lb

CLG2070H 15,500 lb

CLG2080H 17,500 lb

CLG2100H 22,000 lb

CLG2025G-3
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DOCK-TO-STOCK

HEIGHT WORK

NARROW AISLES,
TIGHTER FITS

 In warehousing, what you need to move is what matters. If you’re looking to spec by 
application, this visual guide should help. LiuGong is the perfect partner, whether you  
need 50 three-wheel electrics, or a machine to reach up high, like our aerial work platform.

// 3-Wheel Electrics
// 4-Wheel Electrics
// Walkies

// 3-Wheel Electrics
// Pallet Jacks
// Walkies

 In warehousing, what you need to move is what matters. If you’re looking to spec by 
application, this visual guide should help. LiuGong is the perfect partner, whether you  
need 50 three-wheel electrics, or a machine to reach up high, like our aerial work platform.

// Aerial Work Platform

// Walkie Riders
// Pallet Jacks
// IC Trucks

// Walkie RIders
//Straddle Stackers
//Forkover Stackers

WHAT DO YOU NEED  
TO MOVE?
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SHIPPING &
RECEIVING

STAGING  
AREAS

HORIZONTAL
TRANSPORT

SHORT  
STACKING

// 3-Wheel Electrics
// Walkies
// Walkie Riders
// Pallet Jacks
// IC Trucks

// Walkie 
// Walkie Riders
// End Riders

// 3-Wheel Electrics
// Walkies
// Walkie Riders
// Pallet Jacks
// IC Trucks

// Straddle Stacker
// Stackers
// End Riders
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FULL-SUSPENSION SEATING 

LiuGong maximizes operator comfort and productivity.  

Our goal is to offer the most comfortable operator work space 

in the industry. It starts with the seat you spend so much time 

on. Full-suspension, adjustable to accommodate a range of 

operators, and made with  premium materials to withstand 

years of use and abuse. 

Toughness. You could say we’re known for it. LiuGong is earning a 
reputation for manufacturing tough construction equipment with advanced 
engineering. We take the same approach to our forklifts. LiuGong lift trucks 
are more robust, are built with more steel, and utilize better components to 
offer increased lifting capacity and powerful performance.

CUSTOMER-DRIVEN DESIGN

Features that add convenience, better ergonomics, and safety are often 

treated as premium or luxury, with the higher price point to match. Not 

with LiuGong. We think features like easy to reach handles, wide steps, 

increased foot space and an adjustable tilt steering column with built 

in horn are an absolute must to do your job. Our full floating driveline 

significantly reduces noise and vibration. And LED flood lights provide 

long life and improved visibility.

THERE’S NO  
SUCH THING AS 
OVER-ENGINEERED
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EASY DOES IT

Swing-down LP tank brackets add another dimension of 

convenience. While most brackets swing out for changing 

tanks, LiuGong trucks go one step beyond industry 

standard by also swinging down for less strain on your back. 

For a smaller individual having to manage a 40 lb tank, not 

having to raise it up another five feet makes a big difference. 

MECHANICS LOVE US

LiuGong makes our trucks easier to work on. Accessibility, 

space to work in and the belief that the more general you 

can make the parts, the easier it is to replace them when 

needed makes a big difference. Serviceability is crucial 

for dealers, who are truly the first line of service. But with 

same day service (with return times often within 48 hours), 

a 95% parts fill rate and over $12 million parts in stock, our 

products are well-supported.

500 HOUR SERVICE INTERVALS

You’ll find a lot of standardization in the forklift industry, 

and so its easy to think of all lift trucks as the same. That 

is, until you reap the benefits of 500-hour service intervals 

compared to the industry standard 250.

XtraCare 
 

3 Year/6000 hour 
comprehensive 
warranty included 
in every LiuGong 
internal combustion 
and electric sit 
down forklift.

XtraCare+ 
Warranty can be 
extended up to 5 
year/10000 hour 
comprehensive or 
just powertrain 

1 Year/2000 hour 
comprehensive 
warranty on electric 
pallet jacks, walkies  
and stackers. 
 
6 Month warranty on manual jacks.

XtraCare and XtraCare+ assures you will 
receive LiuGong genuine replacement 
parts and service coverage by any 
authorized LiuGong dealer.

XtraCare and XtraCare+ warranty coverage
is transferable with your equipment,
adding value to resell or equipment trade.
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LiuGong Construction Machinery N.A., LLC.
22220 Merchants Way - Suite 100  
Katy, TX 77449
USA
T:  281-579-8882              F: 281-579-8388
www.liugongna.com
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The LiuGong series of logos herein, including but not limited to word marks, device marks, letter of alphabet marks 
and combination marks, as the registered trademarks of Guangxi LiuGong Group Co., Ltd. are used by Guangxi 
LiuGong Machinery Co., Ltd. with legal permission, and shall not be used without permission. Specifications and 
designs are subject to change without notice. Illustrations and pictures may include optional equipment and may not 
include all standard equipment. Equipment and options vary by regional availability.


